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COMFY PJ PANTS YOULL NOT WANT TO SLIP OUT OF Experience Supreme Comfort Whether youre catching some Zs, lounging in front of
the TV, or handling those chores youve been guilt-tripped into doing, these yarn dyed pajama pants treat you to superior comfort! The secret
behind the comfy goodness? Extra-soft flannel that allows your skin to breathe and a roomy cut that never hampers your movement. Make that
evening after work or day off an experience in pure comfort. Timeless Style Lounge wear and plaid were meant to be. Weve combined great-
looking colors and patterns to create PJ bottoms that cater to just about any taste. Choose between classic buffalo plaid, trendy Scottish plaid,
and eye-catching shades of navy, green, or charcoal and start chilling in style. And weve ensured the comfort and good looks last. Thanks to a
premium blend of 55% cotton and 45% polyester, the lounge pants remain soft and shapely even after multiple stints in the wash. Here are
more reasons to love these flannel pajama pants: - Come with an elastic waist and drawstring for a custom fit. - Made with great attention to
detail for a clean look. - Thoughtfully designed with 2 side pockets and a button fly. - Available in S-3X to fit any frame or build. - Backed by a
100% customer satisfaction guarantee. Click Add to Cart now for pajama pants that go heavy on comfort! 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
20,90 €

Discount -6,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

Manufacturer#followme 

Description 

NEXT-LEVEL COMFORT: Sleep or lounge in PJ pants youll love to rock. Weve designed these flannel pajama pants for men using a blend of
55% cotton and 45% polyester. The result? Extra soft and breathable pajama bottoms youll want to wear round the clock.CHILL IN STYLE: Kick
back and relax in timeless plaid. Whatever your taste, youll find a color and pattern to match from our collection. Weve also designed the mens
sleeping pants with 2 side pockets. Now you have room to carry your phone or even hide that remote.GREAT FIT: Nice and roomy, these
lounge pants give you the freedom to move without restrictions. There is a button fly, functional drawstring for a custom fit, and an elastic waist
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designed to never dig. Our pyjama pants come in S-3XL to suit just about any build.DESIGNED TO LAST: Wash after wash, this mens
sleepwear retains its softness and color. We also pride ourselves on strict quality control and great attention to detail. This means well-done
hems and a clean look for comfy loungewear that looks as great as it feels.GREAT VALUE: #followme is all about giving you the latest fashion
at the best prices around. Click Add to Cart now to get plaid PJ bottoms created with supreme comfort, great quality, and unique style in mind,
all without breaking the bank!

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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